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Mastering R has never been easier

Picking up R can be tough, even for seasoned statisticians and data analysts. R
For Dummies, 2nd Edition provides a quick and painless way to master all the R
you'll ever need. Requiring no prior programming experience and packed with
tons of practical examples, step-by-step exercises, and sample code, this friendly
and accessible guide shows you how to know your way around lists, data frames,
and other R data structures, while learning to interact with other programs, such
as Microsoft Excel. You'll learn how to reshape and manipulate data, merge data
sets, split and combine data, perform calculations on vectors and arrays, and so
much more.

R is an open source statistical environment and programming language that has
become very popular in varied fields for the management and analysis of data. R
provides a wide array of statistical and graphical techniques, and has become the
standard among statisticians for software development and data analysis. R For
Dummies, 2nd Edition takes the intimidation out of working with R and arms you
with the knowledge and know-how to master the programming language of
choice among statisticians and data analysts worldwide.

Covers downloading, installing, and configuring R●

Includes tips for getting data in and out of R●

Offers advice on fitting regression models and ANOVA●

Provides helpful hints for working with graphics●

R For Dummies, 2nd Edition is an ideal introduction to R for complete beginners,
as well as an excellent technical reference for experienced R programmers.
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Editorial Review

From the Back Cover

Learn to:

Use R for data analysis and processing●

Write functions and scripts for repeatable analysis●

Create high-quality charts and graphics●

Perform statistical analysis and build models●

All the R you need for statistical and data analysis, explained in plain English!

Do you have to use R on the job, but you don't know much about programming? Relax! Here's a quick and
painless guide to using R for all sorts of statistical and data analysis. Through real-world examples and step-
by-step exercises you'll learn how to reshape and manipulate data, perform calculations, create graphical
representations, and more.

Get started with R — acquire and install R, learn what makes R unique, compare code editors, and write●

your first R script
Play well with others — see how R interacts with Excel and other programs and why statisticians and data●

analysts favor it
R ABCs — make your code clear and explore functions and arguments●

A calculating side — take advantage of R's calculating power, working with numbers, infinity, missing●

values, mathematical functions, and vectors
Get textual — use character vectors for text data, manipulate text, and work with strings and factors●

Data tells a tale — manipulate and process data using subsets, merge data from different sources, sort it,●

and summarize using statistical techniques
Go graphic — present your data visually using plots and lattice graphics●

Open the book and find:

User packages that extend R●

Tips for getting data into and out of R●

How R handles basic arithmetic●

What to do with regression models●

Advice on managing the logical flow●

Effective debugging strategies●

How to incorporate dates and times●

Additional graphics packages you can use●

About the Author

Andrie de Vries is a leading R expert and Business Services Director for Revolution Analytics. With over
20 years of experience, he provides consulting and training services in the use of R. Joris Meys is a
statistician, R programmer and R lecturer with the faculty of Bio-Engineering at the University of Ghent.



Users Review

From reader reviews:

Tracy Cluck:

What do you concentrate on book? It is just for students as they are still students or that for all people in the
world, what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that query above. Every person
has distinct personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they
don't wish do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book R For Dummies. All type of
book are you able to see on many sources. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

William Glover:

In this 21st hundred years, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive now,
people have do something to make these people survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and
notice simply by surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated this for a while is
reading. Sure, by reading a guide your ability to survive increase then having chance to stand up than other is
high. In your case who want to start reading a book, we give you this R For Dummies book as nice and daily
reading reserve. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Everett Barton:

Do you one among people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on guys
this aren't like that. This R For Dummies book is readable simply by you who hate those perfect word style.
You will find the data here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving even decrease the
knowledge that want to give to you. The writer connected with R For Dummies content conveys the thought
easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the information but it
just different in the form of it. So , do you even now thinking R For Dummies is not loveable to be your top
record reading book?

Alice Winfield:

The book untitled R For Dummies contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains your ex idea
with easy approach. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do definitely not worry, you
can easy to read this. The book was written by famous author. The author will take you in the new period of
time of literary works. It is possible to read this book because you can read more your smart phone, or
gadget, so you can read the book in anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book,
you can available their official web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice study.
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